Your next
great hire is just
a relationship away
Competition for talent is the #1 concern for CHROs.
Our workplaces and workforces are changing at an accelerated pace , yet we continue
to push hard on the same old sourcing and recruiting processes hoping for better
results. While the median cost of job posts is rising by double digits, apply rates are

barely inching up - the days of posting jobs and watching applicants roll in is over.

It’s time for a new approach to discover great people.
As your hiring teams navigate this new talent acquisition landscape, take a closer look

at how Aliro can help you discover and engage great people. With mobile-enabled
technology, we make it easy to amplify the power of human connection and tap into
hidden talent networks so you can fill your jobs faster.

Referral Networks

The #1 most effective source of hire,
referrals exponentially expand your talent
pools so you can hire great people faster.

Talent Discovery

In the race to reach candidates, discover
(and, rediscover) people you already know
and proactively connect them to your jobs.

Workforce Diversity

Extend your reach beyond traditional
candidate pools to enable pathways into
jobs for broader communities of talent.

Internal Mobility

Combine the power of referrals and job
matching to deliver new opportunities to
employees before they go looking
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Stop searching.
Start hiring.
Faster.
Reduce time-to-hire

Shorten the time it takes to discover, re-discover and
engage job seekers, so you can hire great people faster.

Improve recruiter efficiency

Help your hiring teams work more effectively by automating
cumbersome referral and sourcing processes.

Grow large & diverse talent pools

Share jobs far beyond just the people you know and leverage
external networks that amplify your reach into talent pools.

Simplify internal mobility

Retain the employees you already have by connecting them
to new opportunities before they ever need to go looking.

Ready for
a new approach?
With Aliro, the power of
relationships amplifies your reach
into talent pools while intelligent
technology connects jobs and
people effortlessly.
The days of ‘post and pray’ are no
longer enough to find great people
for your jobs.

Let’s Talk.

Schedule intro
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